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OSF Digital is a leading global commerce solutions company providing 
implementation, customization, and consulting services, as well as the 
multi-cloud integration of Salesforce Commerce, Sales, Service, Communities, 
Marketing, Heroku, and OMS. OSF is a Salesforce Platinum Partner and winner 
of Salesforce’s 2019 Bolty Award for Best Digital Experience, the 2019 Partner 
Innovation Award for Customer 360, and the 2018 Bolty Award for Retail. 
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Japanese 
Specific Format

Pricing Format
Date Format
Name Format

Language Pack
The standard Salesforce 
Commerce Cloud Japanese 
Language Pack is applied to 
the site and common 
navigation items are 
displayed in Japanese. 

Improved data input 
support for Japanese 
language
Enhancements to forms 
make it easier for shoppers 
to enter data faster. This 
eliminates the need to input 
duplicate information and 
reduces errors.

Ratings and Reviews
An integration with Yotpo 
provides consumers with 
an easy rate and review 
experience.

Yotpo is fully localized and 
supports Japanese 
consumers.

Auto populate 
address based on 
postal code. 

Calculate/ Display the 
earliest delivery date.

Specify the desired  
delivery date and time 
during checkout.

Taxation Rules
Prices can be displayed 
without tax, or with the 8% 
(future 10%) tax rate 
applied. Price format shows 
whether or not tax is 
included. Subtotals reflect 
taxation rules at checkout. 

Pre-configure Veritrans 
payment gateway.

Supports common credit 
card types, including JCB.

Pay at 
Convenience Store
Pay for an order at a 
convenience store. 
This requires a 
contract with a 
logistics partner

Cash on Delivery
The built-in Cash on 
Delivery payment method 
allows customers flexible 
payment terms consistent 
with local standards.

FastOMS
OSF provides FAST OMS which is an 
integrator for  SFCC. This 
Integration enable merchants to 
send and receive information to and 
from their OMS via scheduled jobs. 

The product ensures the 
synchronization of customers, 
orders, inventory, and price books 
between the OMS and Salesforce 
Commerce Cloud. 
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Google Analytics
Customers can analyze 
important data across their 
sites by using Google Analytics. 

The Google Analytics added onto 
the Korea Commerce 
Foundation enables initializing 
data layer, including events for 
page load, and many others, 
supporting their day-to-day 
analysis work. 

GMO Payment Gateway
Integration with the GMO 
payment gateway has been 
pre-configured to reduce the 
development time and cost 
required to launch a website 
in Japan.

Points are granted based on 
customer loyalty level or 
product. 
Rewards include free shipping 
and discounts.

Loyalty
Earned upon sign-up;

On PDP, loyalty points can be 
earned by purchasing the 
product.

The amount of loyalty points 
can be di�erent based on the 
customer’s loyalty level.

POINTS TO CART
Loyalty Made Easy

an OSF Product

Share product 
via URL and 


